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ABSTRACT

Name: Ibrahim  
Reg. Number: 40300112085  
Major: English and Literature Department  
Faculty: Adab and Humanities  
Title: The Development of Human Understanding of the World in PK Movie by Rajkumar Hirani  
Supervisor I: Sardian Maharani Asnur  
Supervisor II: Faidah Yusuf  

This research discussed about in The Development of Human Understanding of the World in PK Movie by Rajkumar Hirani which aimed to find out the understanding development of human world by main character. This research focused on John Locke’s empiricism theory. Then, it was analyzed using descriptive qualitative method. This research used note taking as an instrument to find out the valid data. This research was conducted in order to provide more information about human understanding development to the readers and also as the reference for those who want to research concerning with human understanding development. The findings showed that the main character gained knowledge through sensory experience of sight, sense of hearing and inner sense. The researcher concluded that the human development understanding of the main character was gained through the empirical experiences.  

Keywords: Human understanding, Main character, Empiricism.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The "Educationalists" believed that children were born as "blank slates", beginning their lives morally neutral. From this point of view, infants were neither inherently good or inherently evil. A child's nature and personality would develop over childhood, a period of time during which the educationalists believed a child was particularly impressionable. Adults surrounding a child could potentially have a very lasting effect on his personality.

According to Locke, the ideal education would instill a strong moral sense. In particular, a child should be taught virtue, wisdom, breeding, and learning. This was possible because, among other reasons, a child's mind was a "tabula rasa", or blank slate. He argue that the idea was not came from the idea but from experince gaining from the journey someone's had.

On this research, the researcher will find out how does human understanding develope trough the journey and experince the character gain in raj kumar film, PK.

Rajkumar Hirani movie "PK" tells about the human understanding development experienced by the main character named Peekay where he is an alien who descend to earth to study human life, however, as after arriving at the earth, his remote control, a device to find his ship, was stolen by a man. He should look for the remote control the order to be returned to its original place. But in the search for the
remote control is not easy because there are no people that he knows and do not know any human language. Then he began to communicate with humans by asking and telling that the remote control was stolen by someone, but no one knows, they just replied that only God can help you. He began to wonder in him who god is? Until finally he was looking for God and all religions he learned to know where the existence of god, until he began to despair to seek God for what he did not see god he's looking for. Through the conflict, the personality of the main character develop from know nothing become a person who understand the human behaviour and their life.

The literary work is a complex phenomenon of humanity, it contains events like sorrow and a variety of other life events. All of that is the result of human creation to be presented, contains about human life, gives an overview of life, with all aspects of life. Semi (1993:8) says that the work literature is the result of human creativity and the authorises all sorts in terms of life as an object of study.

Edgar V. Roberts and Henry E. Jacobs (1995:2) classify literary work into two, fiction and nonfiction. Fiction, originally meant anything made up or shaped, is prose stories based on the researcher creation and imagination. It includes myths, parables, novels, romances, and short stories. On the other hand, nonfiction is literary works which describe or interpret facts, present judgments, and opinions. It consists of news reports, essays, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, broadcast media, movies, letters, historical and biographical works and many other forms of communication.
One of the literary work as a form of the author's creative ideas is movie. The story of the movie raises various phenomena of life which are reflected by the researcher through a fictional character. Researcher tries to pour the phenomena of life through the story of subjective fiction packed with the peculiarities of authors respective. Each work has produced some specific purpose, such as social criticism against a holder of power, the psychological phenomenon of humanity developed in the community or as a story full of learning to live entertainment.

Character is the way of thinking and behaving that characterizes each individual to live and work together, both within the scope of family, society, nation and state. A well-characterized individual is an individual who can create a decision and be ready to account for any consequences of the decisions he made.

Based on this understanding, it can be concluded that the personality includes all patterns of behavior and characteristic and can be predicted in a person or more can be seen from the outside, which is used to react and adjust to the stimulus, so that the behavior is a unique functional unity for the individual, such as how we talk, physical appearance, and so on. While the characters are more inherent and do not appear directly. Like how we deal with others, our properties, and so on.

Film is a work of art literature that combines moving images with sound, aimed at presenting a story with meaning in it. The film is not born out of grace, but through the gradual development of a combination of photography to the full packaging of the film as we know it. It is one part of art that is very important
existence because in addition to providing entertainment, the film can be used as a method of education, propaganda tools, or as a social critic. Film not only deals with mass celebrities and celebrities, but also movies can be used as a medium for self-expression. The visual elements in the film provide a vivid image as the basis for universal communication. Several films became famous all over the world by using additional sound or titles that can translate the dialog into the desired language (Nabila, 2011:1).

In analyzing the human understanding development experienced by the characters, the researcher will use John Locke empirism “Tabula Rasa” theory which is obtaining knowledge by experience which are divided by two sense or eksternal sensation and internal sense or reflection (Hadiwijono2007:36).

**B. Research Question**

Based on the explanation above, the researcher proposed a research question as follow: How are the human understanding development experienced by characters Peekay in the PK movie?

**C. Research Objective**

Based on the research question above, the objective of this research is: To find out the human understanding development described experienced by characters Peekay in the movie.
D. Research Significances

The theoretical benefits are expected to contribute in the academic field that became a reference for those who want to do the same research mainly as sources for developing theories about the personality development.

By knowing their future instability is often confusion over the personality development of the individual, as well as to know the various impacts that expected positive support from family and the environment, so it can respond well to be able to control the tendency of aggressive behavior or at least be able to steer on something more positive.

E. Research Scope

The research is under the study of literature and art study that talk about human understanding development in art works. The research is limited on studying the human understanding development experienced of the main character in the PK movie. The researcher will explore the main character experienced in developing his knowledge by using John Locke Theory.
CHAPTER II
LITERARY REVIEW

A. Related Research

After searching some researches, the researcher has found a few related research and tried to compare with hers. All of the related researches come from these that have similar with this thesis as follows.

Musanadah (2010) in her thesis entitle "Perkembangan Fitrah Anak Usia Prasekolah Melalui Homeschooling". This research uses research method of library research model. The purpose of this study is to know the materials and methods used in homeschooling to develop the potential of preschoolers. From the results of this study indicate that the potential under birth is potential, develop it is a worship in a broad sense. These potentials are: monotheism, emotion, piker, social and physical. In developing the potential must be in accordance with the level of its development. Basically the materials and methods used for preschoolers are the same as the aftermath, but the theme of the material is simple: the theme around the environment.

Ratnasari (2012) in her thesis entitle “Perkembangan Kepribadian pada Tokoh Utamadalam Novel Babalik Pikir Karya Samsoedi”. This novel tells about a boy named Emed. When he was a little Emed known as a child lazy and never obey their parents, but as an adult he Emed turn out to be good and dutiful to his parents. Before becoming a good child, he ever went to child prison. The theory used in this research is the development of the theory of Erik Erikson. The researcher using descriptive qualitative method and note taking in collecting the data.
The difference with this research is the research analysis above both discussed about development of main character using the structural and psychoanalysis approach by Sigmund Freud to analyze Michel Berg character and Eric Erikson’s personality development stages to analyze Emed character in a novel, while this research discusses about the personality development of the main character Peekay by using John Locke empirism theory. Meanwhile the similarities of the research above the analysis of main character in the movie. The researcher focused to analyze the development of main character personality Peekay in the PK movie.

B. Literary Theory

1. John Locke Empirism Theory

In Locke theory of human understanding, the idea was received by senses in different ways and make a way processed in mind so they can be perceivable by human (locke, 2004:86). Let us then suppose the mind to be, as we say, white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas. This concept named by john locke as Tabula Rasa. Tabula rasa conceived by John Locke asserts that human knowledge is always related to experience (Yuana 2010:170).

How comes it to be furnished? Whence comes it by that vast store which the busy and boundless fancy of man has painted on it with an almost endless variety? Whence has it all the materials of reason and knowledge? To this I answer, in one word, from experience (Locke, 2004:71).

Locke said that in order people to develop, they need to experience of what happened in their surround. Locke devided the way people gaining knowledge
through experience in two ways which are from sensory experience and inner experience.

2. **Sensory experience.**

   a. **Ideas of one Sense.**

   There are some ideas which have admittance only through one sense, which is peculiarly adapted to receive them. Thus light and colors, as white, red, yellow, blue; with their several degrees or shades and mixtures, as green, scarlet, purple, sea-green, and the rest, come in only by themselves. All kind of noises, sounds, and tones, only by the ears. The several tastes and smells, by the nose and palate. And if these organs, or the nerves which are the conduits to convey them from without to their audience in the brain, the mind's presence-room are any of them so disordered as not to perform their functions, they have no postern to be admitted by; no other way to bring themselves into view, and be perceived by the understanding.

   The most considerable of those belonging to the touch, are heat and cold, and solidity; all the rest, consisting almost wholly in the sensible configuration, as smooth and rough; or else, more or less firm adhesion of the parts, as hard and soft, tough and brittle, are obvious enough.

   b. **Few simple Ideas have Names.**

   Locke think that it will be needless to enumerate all the particular simple ideas belonging to each sense, nor indeed is it possible if it would; there being a great many more of them belonging to most of the senses than it have names for. The variety of smells, which are as many almost, if not more, than species of bodies in the
world, do most of them want names. Sweet and stinking commonly serve the turn for these ideas, which in effect is little more than to call them pleasing or displeasing; though the smell of a rose and violet, both sweet, are certainly very distinct ideas. Nor are the different tastes, that by our palates we receive ideas of, much better provided with names. Sweet, bitter, sour, harsh, and salt are almost all the epithets we have to denominate that number less variety of relishes, which are to be found distinct, not only in almost every sort of creatures, but in the different parts of the same plant, fruit, or animal. The same may be said of colors and sounds. Therefore, in the account of simple ideas Locke giving, content himself to set down only such as are most material to their present purpose, or are in themselves less apt to be taken notice of though they are very frequently the ingredients of our complex ideas; amongst which, he think that they may well account solidity.

3. **Inner experience**

   a. **Simple ideas of reflection.**

   Simple ideas are the operations of mind about its other ideas. The mind receiving the ideas mentioned in the foregoing chapters from without, when it turns its view inward upon itself, and observes its own actions about those ideas it has, takes from thence other ideas, which are as capable to be the objects of its contemplation as any of those it received from foreign things.

   The idea of perception, and idea of willing, which have from reflection. The two great and principal actions of the mind, which are most frequently considered, and which are so frequent that every one that pleases may take notice of them in
himself, are these two: perception, or thinking; and volition, or willing. The power of thinking is called the understanding, and the power of volition is called the will; and these two powers or abilities in the mind are denominated faculties. Of some of the modes of these simple ideas of reflection, such as areremembrance, discerning, reasoning, judging, knowledge, faith, &c., shall have occasion to speak hereafter.

b. Simple Ideas of Both Sensation and Reflection.

1. Ideas of Pleasure and Pain.

There be other simple ideas which convey themselves into the mind by all the ways of sensation and reflection, pleasure or delight, and its opposite, pain, or uneasiness; power; existence; unity mix with almost all of other Ideas.

2. Delight or uneasiness, one or other of them, join themselves to

Almost all of the ideas both of sensation and reflection: and there is scarce any affection of our senses from without, any retired thought of our mind within, which is not able to produce in us pleasure or pain. By pleasure and pain, would be understood to signify, what so ever delights or molests us; whether it arises from the thoughts of our minds, or anything operating on our bodies, Ideas.


Existence and unity are two other ideas that are suggested to the understanding by every object without, and every idea within. When ideas are in our minds, we consider them as being actually there, as well as we consider things to be actually without us; which is, that they exist, or have existence. And whatever we can
consider as one thing, whether a real being or idea, suggests to the understanding the idea of unity.

4. Simple Ideas the materials of all our Knowledge.

These, if they are not all, are at least the most considerable of those simple ideas which the mind has, out of which is made all its other knowledge; all which it receive only by the two fore mentioned ways of sensation and reflection. Nor let anyone think these too narrow bounds for the capacious mind of man to expatiate in, which takes its flight further than the stars, and cannot be confined by the limits of the world; that extends its thoughts often even beyond the utmost expansion of Matter, and makes excursions into that incomprehensible Inane. Locke grant all this, but desire any one to assign any simple idea which is not received from one of those in lets before mentioned, or any complex idea not made out of those simple ones.

Nor will it be so strange to think these few simple ideas sufficient to employ the quickest thought, or largest capacity; and to furnish the materials of all that various knowledge, and more various fancies and opinions of all mankind, if we consider how many words may be made out of the various composition of twenty-four letters; or if, going one step further, we will but reflect on the variety of combinations that may be made with barely one of the above-mentioned ideas. Number, whose stock is inexhaustible and truly infinite: and what a large and immense field doth extension alone afford the mathematicians?

In conclusion, the idea or the knowledge that someone gainis from the experience whether from senses or inner experience. The sense experience include
sightness, taste, hearing, smelling, and touching. As for inner experience is the enlightenment of something that someone has experienced before.

C. Character

Character is an important element in a work of fiction. Characters are fictitious creations and thus the dramatist and the novelist may both be judged with regard to their ability in the art of characterization (Reaske, 1996:40). While, Stanton in Junaid (2012:123) defined a character as the pictures in a story and, the attitude, interest, emotion, and moral principles had by the pictures in the story. Aristotle (Goldfarb and Wilson, 2008) defines the character in drama as the people represented in the play. The combinations of speeches and actions in a play will help the audience to produce in their mind an understanding of the characters in a drama as people who might really exist. Same as in the movie, the way characters speak and act represented people in reality.

Character is a brief descriptive sketch of personage why typifies. Some definite quality. The person is described not as an individualized personality but as an example of some vice or virtue or type, such as busybody, a superstitious fellow, a top, a country bumpkin, a garrulous old man, a happy milk maid (Holmand, 1980: 74).

Characterization is the playwright’s imaginative creation of characters that can effectively dramatize his/her story (Yesufu, 2008:45). It is also a literary device that is used step by step in literature to highlight and explain the details about a character in a story. Characterization in the initial stage where the author introduce
the character with noticeable emergence and the following the introduction of the character, the author often talks about his behavior, then as the story progresses, the thought-process of the character. The next stage involves the character expressing his opinions and ideas and getting into conversation with the rest of the characters. The final part shows how others in the story respond to the character's personality.

D. Sinopsis of PK

PK is a comedy drama movie directed by Rajkumar Hirani with duration 2 hours 33 minutes. This movie tells about a human-like alien from a distant civilization arrives on the earth to conduct a research for his people. Within few minutes of his arrival, his remote control to his spaceship gets stolen and he gets stranded on the earth. Now how should he go about finding his remote control in a completely alien world? The only unanimous advice he seems to receive from the people of the earth is that only God could help him. Not having any clue about the concept of God, he sets off on his mission to search for him. He comes across different religions with different Gods which only help him to fall into a confusion. What God should he follow? Which religion does he belong to? Will he ever find God? Will he get to get back to his home?
CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Design

This research will use a descriptive qualitative method. According to Creswell in Sugiono (2014:14) qualitative research method is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning of problem. Moreover, the descriptive qualitative method used because the data from this research in the form utterance and words which are not statistically analyze and do not deal with number at all. Beside of that descriptive qualitative method is used because the aims of the research are to find out the personality development of the main character.

B. Source of Data

The data of this research will be taken from Rajkumar Hirani’s PK movie 2014 with the duration, 2 hours 33 minutes and script 38 page.

C. Instrument of Research

The researcher used note taking as instrument on this research is to collect the data. Note taking is a method assembling data required by using note cards to write down the data findings from source of data (Ray in Syarifuddin, 2014: 16). In this case, the researcher uses note taking by underlying the script of the movie that related to the data found and writing down the results on the blank papers.
D. Procedures of Research

In this research, the researcher apply some procedures of collecting data as follow:

1. The Researcher apply watch the movie and read the script
2. The researcher apply identify the development of personality on main character
3. Taking a note on the identified data
4. The researcher apply clasify the data based on the theory

E. Technique of Data Analysis

The data in this study is based on the John Locke Empirism Theory “Tabula Rasa”. In this study, the researcher tries to find out the human understanding development experienced of the main character Peekay in the movie. After finding out the human understanding development experienced, the researcher will analyze according John Locke’s Empirism Theory “Tabula Rasa”, which is obtaining knowledge by experience which are divided by two, sensory experience and inner experience.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter provided findings and discussions. The researcher presented further information about Peekay understanding development in the movie PK by Rajkumar Hirani.

The data categorized was based on John Locke theory about empiricism, which is how human beings learn and develop through experience leads to the main character understanding development. Furthermore, it is discussed about the research question by Peekay in the PK movie.

A. Findings

In his theory, John Locke explains the process of human understanding and development of gaining knowledge through experience.

1. Sensory Experience (Sensation)

As stated in the theory that human beings gain knowledge through sensory experience. Human senses are divided into five: vision, smell, hearing, taste and touch. In this film, researchers found that the main characters in the film gain knowledge through the sense of sight, hearing and touch as shown in extract 1 to extract 10. On the picture below, Peekay landed in an unknown dessert on earth.
Extract 1 (00:04.04)

In the picture above shows Peekay landed on earth using a plane from his planet, seeing the earth and its contents for the first time, he knows nothing, no knowledge of the earth and its contents, does not use a single thread on his body, he is naked. From here his adventures on earth has begun. On the picture below, Peekay saw what people doing around him in the desert and in the village.

Extract 2 (00:36.33-00:36:43)

Peekay : That people here are different from each other.
Our world is different by skin. The skin here,
Some have shining bright skin, some have black skin.
Some have colored skin, some have plain skin.
Some have a skinny skin and some have hanging down skin.

In picture 2, a woman walks in the desert carrying a jar with colorful clothes, in picture 3 an old man walks in a village in white clothing, in picture 4 a woman walking in a village covered with her whole body is black, in picture 5 a person walks in a clothed outfit with a thin body.

In all pictures above describes what he saw on earth that he told his friend named Jaggu, that in this human world have different skin, there are black, plain, and thin. Here he compares the human being on his planet to the human being on earth, the difference he sees is that man here covers his whole body while on his planet is not but naked. From what he had seen, he began to wear human-like clothes on earth in general. On the picture below, Peekay observe how the wearing suit for working, in the market and on the house.

Extract 3 (00:37.23-00:37.34)

Peekay: Now I can mix into the crowd. But I don't know why all these people are laughing at me. After that, I understood that men's clothes is different and women's clothes is different. Morning clothes are different and night's clothes are different.
In picture 6, Peekay walks in a residential area with mixed clothing of men's and women's clothes which is a funny scene for the surrounding community. In picture 7 of a woman who is in the office with a neat outfit, in picture 8 a woman who is in the house with a dress.

In all picture above explains, he has been wearing clothes like other humans, but he is in the community by the surrounding because of clothes that wear mixed women's clothing and men's clothing. Looking around him he studied and looked at human clothes and was finally able to distinguish different women's and men's outfits, day clothes and different evening outfits. On the picture below, Peekay learn to buy something by using someone photo to get food like the other people do.

**Extract 4 (00:38.00-00:39.15)**

**Peekay**: Within my clothes I found a kind of photo.

I slowly realize that this photo is important to survive in this world.

That if I give this photo, I can get food to eat.

So I started to collect pictures of this old man.

**Saller**: What's this? Why do you give me these?

This is for bookstore, man.

Yes, right, here are your carrots.

**Peekay**: Now I realize that this picture is useful in one paper only.

The other papers, the photo is useful for nothing.

There's one time, I got a strange clothes,
Where I don't need to show any picture or photo,  
And the food comes to me on its own.

In Picture 9 Peekay performs a sale and purchase transaction to obtain food by showing a person's photo, in Picture 10 Peekay again shows the person's photo on different paper, in Picture 11 Peekay wearing a police suit.

In all picture above and conversation explaining how humans use photos to get food and survive, from what he sees, he gets a photo from his pants and exchanges the photo with food, then he thinks to collect the photo of the person scattered on the wall - walls, magazines, lotteries, and so on. He then wanted to redeem the photo with food, but was refused by the merchant until he gave one of the remaining photographs and the merchant accepted it, then he gave the food. After what he went through and he saw, he knew if the photo of the person is only valid on one paper only.

One day she wore unusual clothes and people came to her with food. From there he learns and knows that the clothes of people of rank and in respect by society.

On the picture below, Peekay in the prostitution house to learn human language.

Picture 12
**Extract 5 (00:48.30)**

In the picture above shows how he learns language by absorbing all the languages that women have through handrails for 6 hours, and finally he can communicate with humans on this earth and search for remote control that has been stolen by humans on the first he arrived on earth. On the picture below, pekay meet a lot of people to get information.

**Extract 6 (00:51.34-00:51.56)**

Police : What?
Pekay : My remote control has been stolen.
Police : Are you drunk? Is finding your TV remote a police job?
Pekay : It's not a TV remote control.
Police : Then what?
Pekay : I can't say that. But it was fixed to a neck chain. And it's worth much more.
Police : Where did the theft happen? At Mandawa.
Pekay : It's stolen in Mandawa,
Police : and you come to Delhi to find it?
Pekay : But the thief must have come to Delhi.
Police : So?
Pekay : So where can I find the thief?
Police : Hey weirdo. There are two million people in this city. Policeman is human. Not God. **Only God can help you.**
Peoples : **Hold God's two legs. He's the only one that'll be able to help you. Only God know. How can we know? God knows where, get out.**
In the picture 13 Peekay doing conversation with the Policeman, in the picture 14, 15 and 16 Peekay doing conversation with peoples.

In all picture and conversation above, he began to interact and communicate, be it the police and the community to ask, find out and tell him that his remote control has been stolen by someone he does not know, but no one knows, all say only God can Help you and finally he is looking for god. On the picture below, Peekay is talking to sales and praying.

**Picture 17**

**Picture 18**

**Extract 7 (00:53.12-00:53.51)**

Peekay : Give me a God, brother.
Saller : Which one you want? This here is Rs.20, 50, 100, 500..
Peekay : What's the difference between Rs.20 and 500 ones?
Saller : Only the size, everything else is the same.
Peekay : The Rs.20's will work too, right?
Saller : Okay, Rs.15 then.
Peekay : Oh God, I am very hungry.Give me something to eat.I've become totally out of control.This God is working.Now I can go to my home.God, someone took my remote control.Please bring it back, I want to go home.

In the picture 17 Peekay doing conversation with the saller and in the picture 18 Peekay pray to God.
In all picture above explains, He bought a statue of God in which show this merchant is the God you seek, then he prayed for food with closed eyes. Then he gave food to the passer-by and thought it was a gift from God directly to him, then he prayed again for the remote control to be returned but nothing came of it. On the picture below, Peekey is on the car, on the road and in front of wedding building.

**Extract 8** (01:01.44-01:02.40)

**Picture 19**
Peekay : This madam looks very sad.
So I need to know what happened, I had to hold her hand.

**Picture 20**
Person : How dare you disturb a widow, asshole.
Peekay : How do you know this madam is a widow?
Person : You.
Don't you see she's wearing a white saree? Asshole.
Peekay : Is everything fine?

**Picture 21**
Peekay : I'm very sorry about the death of your husband.
Woman : What? When?
Peekay : How do I know when? You're wearing white clothes.
Woman : I'm getting married that's why I wear it.
Peekay : No, all people wear it for death.
Woman : They wear black for death, stupid.
Tell him. Get out of here.

**Picture 21**
Peekay : Are all of your husbands dead?
Man : Hey, I'm still alive! us You!
Peekay: After a lot of chasing, I came to understand. That this world don't have just one God. But there are so many Gods. And each of these Gods have different rules. And each God open their own company. People have religion for them.

In the picture 19 Peekay is on a bus visible holding a woman's hand, on picture 20 Peekay meets a woman wearing a wedding dress and on the picture 21 Peekay meets some women in black clothes.

In all picture and the above conversation explains how he wants to hold the hand of a woman who is beside her to know her sadness and a man shout at her because it is not polite let alone this woman a widow because wearing white clothing that is a sign, until he must escape from the bus to avoiding the bustling of people inside the bus. After escaping from the bus, he meets some white-clad women whom he thinks her husband has passed away and expresses grief that makes the married woman angry with her friends, then they say that the person in mourning is wearing a blacksuit. Then he meets again with the woman who is dressed in black and again thinks their husband has died. Peekay is in the hospital on the picture below.
Extract 9 (01:03.45)

In the picture 22 above explains, he has realized that people on this earth have different religions and beliefs. Then he decides to find out whether there is a sign in infancy to know the religion and beliefs, the answer is not there and what religious confusion he should worship, in the end he decides to worship god in every religion to know and which god should he believe. On the picture below, Peekay is on the river, the temple, church and on the mosque to pray.

Extract 10 (01:04.16-01:06.22)

In Picture 23 shows Peekay praying and worshiping according to Hindu beliefs, Picture 24 shows Peekay praying and worshiping according to Buddhist beliefs, Picture 25 shows Peekay praying and worshiping according to Christian belief and the image 26 shows Peekay praying and worshiping according to Islamic religious beliefs.

In all picture above explains, he worship God in every religion of Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity and Islam, carrying out religious orders according to the teachings of their respective religions.
2. **Inner Experience (Reflection)**

The inner experience occurs when the human being experiences an awareness of the events he has experienced by remembering, believing, wanting and etc. In the film the researcher discovers how the main character experiences events which he then remembers and he wants, this is shown in extract 11 to extract 20.

On the picture below, Peekay saw the different symbol of religion that people have worship.

![Pictures of symbols](image)

**Extract 11 (01:07.12-01:07.15)**

In Picture 27 shows the Hindu religion symbol, Picture 28 shows the symbol of Christianity, Picture 29 shows the Buddhist symbol and the picture shows the symbol of the Islamic religion.

In the picture above explains, he sees and knows that every religion has different symbols or signs, God’s place Different according to their beliefs, there are many ways to find God.

On the picture below, is in locked up and in front of the hotel.
Jaggu: What's with these going inside and outside?
Peekay: Do this, give me another Rs.500, and take this man with you.
Nikku, the Suicide Dog.
Jaggu: When did I tell you about it?
Peekay: You never did.
Jaggu: Then how do you know about it?
Peekay: When you hold my hand, then I know. You're doing a suicide dog's story. You were thinking, if this story went awry. Now Nikku it's your destiny. Do not lie. I must have told you about it. Tell the truth. I'm not capable of lying. Lie used mouth, and I only use mind to communicate. Our world can just hold hands. Give me your hand!
Jaggu: No way.
Peekay: Give it!
Uncle: Help me, son, my wife is critical. Hospital has asked for Rs.1000 to cure her. Only Rs.500 is not enough. If you can give Rs.500 son, my wife can,
Peekay: I'll give it.
Uncle: Here. If you give me your address, I'll send money back.
Peekay: Uncle, money order will not reach my home, you keep it.
Uncle: Thanks son. Uncle! Take another Rs.100. To give tip. Boy, God bless you.
Jaggu: You prove it already. You cannot read anyone's mind. Don't you understand? That man took the money by fooling you. There is no hospital in this neighborhood.
Peekay: I know. He and his wife is taking a meal at a five-star hotel. Today, his wife's 75th birthday. For 75 years he and his wife never got to a five-star hotel. He collected his pension money little by little. Then his wife ordered an ice cream, the price had gone up a bit. Then he came here to ask for money. Make up anything? Madam, I told you our world don't lie. The rest is up to you.
Picture 31 shows Jaggu holding Peekay's hand and a picture of a uncle holding Peekay's hand.

In the picture and conversation above explains how he can feel and know the contents of one's mind by holding the hand of the person. Jaggu who does not believe in Peekay's story finally Jaggu believes through a begging uncle asking for money for the treatment of his sick wife, but it's a lie because the uncle wants to tip a 5-star hotel waiter because today is his wife's birthday, Jaggu who sees directly The event finally believes in everything Peekay says is true, because in the world Peekay is not a lie.

On the picture below, Peekay saw a bird and describe it to his friend.

![Picture 33](image-url)

**Extract 13 (01:24.45-01:26.19)**

Jaggu : And they all walks nude? Don't you feel strange?
Peekay : **See that bird, sitting there nude. Does it feel strange? If it'd wear clothes, then it looks strange.**

In the picture 33 above explains, he communicates passively like a human being in a world like a bird, not a strange ad, just like the bird.

Peekay is in a house on the picture below.
Extract 14 (01:26.18)

In the picture 34 above explains how he has grown and spawned his ideas, expressing his opinion on what he has learned while on earth.

On the picture below Peekay is on the temple.

Extract 15 (01:37.50)

Peekay : Call Him, ask Him, ask Him.
Tapaswi : I don’t have to call God for this. Even I can answer this. This is Hindu, Christian, this is Sikh, this one of the Jains, And this girl is from your nation.
Peekay : Guys, please tell Tapaswi your names now.
Singh : Hello, my name is Sukhwinder Singh.
Jain : Hello, I'm Veer Jain.
Souza : Hi. I'm Christopher D. Souza.
Jaggu : I'm Jhaggat Jhandni Sahni.
Peekay : Confused, right? I have changed their appearance.
In the above picture 35 and conversation explains how he shows his idea by changing the appearance of a person with the concept of clothing or identities from various religions which then shown to one of the priests to guess the religion of each person, and it turns out that the pastor misjudged.

On the picture below, Peekay is in front a house, in the town and on the road.

![Picture 36](image1)
![Picture 37](image2)
![Picture 38](image3)

**Extract 16 (01:48.43-01:49.46)**

In Picture 36 shows Peekay and Jaggu dancing together, Picture 37 shows Peekay and Jaggu walking together, jaggu purging Peekay's dirty mouth and drawing 38 Peekay watching Jaggu.

In all picture above explains, Peekay begins to feel in love with Jaggu a woman she believes in and the first woman to give her money, giving shelter, always together, dancing together, and spending time together.

Peekay is in a house on the picture below.
In picture 39 shows Peekay holding Jaggu's hand and a picture 40 of Peekay staring at Jaggu.

In all picture above looks Peekay holding Jaggu's hand with a very deep gaze. He wanted to express his love to Jaggu, suddenly he remember his past, Peekay was holding Jaggu's hand to know the truth, Peekay was crying and feeling hurt after knowing Jaggu's past and undoing his intention to Jaggu.

Peekay is in a house on the picture below.

Extract 18 (02:04.03)
In the picture 41 above explains how he looks very sad, after his brother died of a bomb that exploded at the right train station he witnessed in front of him, only his shoes he made memories to remember it.

Peekay is in a TV station.

In the picture 42 above shows how Peekay is crying telling all his experience of the distress that he cannot get food, shelter, no friends but he believes in God, God surely gives way out, helps his servant and he is the Lord who created us all.

On the picture below, Peekay is on a dessert for going back to his place.
Jaggu: PK, you're going to take a bag full of batteries with you?
Peekay: I can't find them there.
Jaggu: But what will you do with so many batteries?
Peekay: These are tape recordings' sound, right? I want to hear them, at my home.
Jaggu: What kind of sound?
Peekay: That of everyone's in this world. Animals, music and traffic noise.
Jaggu: You're gonna hear the traffic noise?
Peekay: If I miss this world, then, I will hear them all.

In the picture 43 and picture 44, Peekay and Jaggu doing conversation. In all picture and the above remarks explain how he had dared to lie in opposition to his honest, honest world, he concealed his love for Jaggu. The contents of the recording are all the sounds of Jaggu during his stay together, spending time together.

**B. Discussions**

This part, the researcher discusses the analytical data that has been found in the "PK" Movie. The researcher identifies the human understanding development of Peekay pictures in the movie "PK" by using John Locke empiricism theory. According to Locke the idea of a newborn baby is like empty white paper ortabula rasa (Yuana2010: 170). The sensory experience that will fill the mind becomes knowledge. All human knowledge is derived from the idea that his mind has set
through his experience. Human ideas are constructed from two sources, namely the senses or outward experiences and inner perceptions or experiences (Hadiwijono 2007: 36). The personality development that Peekay pictures in Rajkumar Hirani's "PK" movie is how the character learns through sensory or outward and inner experiences.

1. Sensory Experience (Sensation)

Sensory experience is an experience that captures sensory activity that is all material activity related to the five senses of human (Hadiwijono 2007:36). Every human being must have experience in his life whether it's a good or bad experience, from that experience human learning and developing from what he has experienced. As described in the movie "PK" an Alien named Peekay who was to Earth with the aim of researching human activity, he became a human who know nothing like a newborn baby to the world. In his journey he learns and gains knowledge through his experiences one of them through the experience of the five senses shown in extract 1 to extract 4, how he first saw human beings, vehicles, how to dress humans, differences men's clothing with women, Human interaction with each other, different shapes, human skin, language and the diversity of human activities. From this experience he gained a lot of knowledge about man and human activity itself, little by little to know everything that is on earth for what he has seen. Learning from the experience makes him think to learn human language with the aim of getting closer to humans and getting information.
In addition to the experience of the five senses, Peekay gain knowledge through the experience of the five senses of the ear after learning human language, he asked many questions, closer to humans, interact with humans and get information on what he asked, this is shown on extract 5 to extract 9. This shows that humans develop and gain knowledge from experiences, both from the environment around and the upbringing of both parents.

Therefore, the environment is also very influential on the learning process for someone, because experience is a process to gain knowledge. Someone who learns by searching for this experience will be very interested in finding new things that can be explored or explored directly with his senses. Either by looking directly, hearing, kissing, touching, and etc.

2. Inner Experience (Reflection)

Inner experience occurs when man has an awareness of his own activities by remembering, desiring, believing, and etc (Hadiwijono 2007:36). A person who has experienced something in his life will think for a better future life by learning from his experiences, because man is created to proceed to discover his identity, beliefs and principles of his life. In the movie show on extract 10 to extract 20, describes how Peekay remembers what is seen around him that there are many different religions, God and human beliefs, different religious symbols, humans lie, his idea begin to emerge, devour the love in his heart and believe in God, the God who created all men. From all he experienced he learned a lot and gained knowledge through the process of inner experience.
These two kinds of experiences are related. Outward experience produces psychic symptoms that must be addressed by the inner experience. The objects of external experience first become the content of experience, because it is attributed to the inner experience, meaning that they appear in consciousness. When someone knows, it means to know consciously.

A modern phenomenon that needs to be answered by the concept of *tabula rasa* is how the relationship of music that is played to the baby since in the womb with baby's intelligence? Is not when the baby played music since in the womb, meaning the baby has absorbed knowledge since he was in the womb.

*Tabula rasa* conceived by John Locke asserts that human knowledge is always related to experience (Yuana 2010:170). The context of experience will be closely related to the environment that makes up human beings. So when the baby is in the womb is listened to music, meaning the baby is not born empty. He has absorbed the first knowledge of his mother, in the form of music. Mother acts as the first environment.

Based on a discussion above, Peekay's personality developed from time during his time living in human world. The researcher summarizes the process of the main character, Peekay pictures gained knowledge through experience. The sensory experience of vision, for example, looking at differences in women's and men's clothing and finally understanding and being able to distinguish them. Then Peekay gained knowledge through the sense of hearing, for example learning human language. In addition to the sensual experience, he also gained knowledge through the
inner sense, for example, undermining the inexplicable love and believing God in him.

Rasulullah said:

مَامِن مَوْلُودٍ يُـوْلَدُ عَلَى الْفِطْرَةِ فَأَبَوَاهُ يُهَوِِّدَانَهُ أَوْيُنَصِِّرَانَهُ أَوْيُمَجِِّسَانَهُ (رواه مسلم)

Meaning: “It is not born of a child but in a state of fitrah. It was his parents who would make him Jewish, Christian, or Majusi.” (HR. Muslim).

So the first to inculcate the human personality is his parents, and indeed the parents play a very big role in the personality of a human being. In his theory John Locke says that a soul is like a white paper (Yuana 2010:170). This paper will then get a scribble or writing from the outside. It is up to the elements from outside who write, want to write red or green etc. This means parents and the environment that will give color to the child.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter delivers conclusions and suggestions based on findings of the human understanding development of the main character Peekay in “PK” movie by using John Locke theory. The researcher provides some conclusions and suggestions to the readers.

A. Conclusions

Based on the above findings, the researcher conclude that Peekay's developmental process in the "PK" movie, he gained knowledge through sensory experience of sight, for example looking at differences in women's and men's clothing and finally understanding and being able to tell the difference. Then he gained knowledge through the sense of hearing, for example learning human language. In addition to the sensual experience, Peekay also gained knowledge through the inner sense, for example, undermining the inexplicable love and believing God in him.

B. Suggestions

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher suggested to:

1. The researcher suggested for the next researcher who will make the similar research about the human understanding development can use the others topics to be analyzed.

2. The researcher recommended that the readers can analyze the other types of literary work also to be analyzed and related to the others aspects.
Forexample, psychological aspect of character in film, drama, novel, phrase, etc.

3. The researcher hoped that through this thesis, the reader is able to know more about the human understanding development based on pattern like shown in literary work such as film, novel, drama, prose, poetry, etc.

4. Finally the researcher suggested for the students of English and Literature department who want to analyze the other types of the human understanding development so the other are able to know what represented in literary work.
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APPENDIX

Director’s Biography

Rajkumar Hirani was born on 20 November 1962 in Nagpur to a Sindhi family. His father Suresh Hirani ran a typing institute in Nagpur. Rajkumar Hirani studied at St. Francis De'Sales High School, Nagpur, Maharashtra. Rajkumar did his graduation in commerce. His parents wanted him to be a chartered accountant but he was more keen on theatres, and films. Hirani helped his father in his business but he wanted to be actor in Hindi films. In college days he was involved with Hindi theatre. Suresh got his son's photographs shot and packed him off to an acting school in Mumbai. But Raju could not blend in and returned to Nagpur after three days. His father then asked Raju to apply to the Film and Television Institute of India in Pune, but the acting course had shut down by then and chances of admission to the directorial course looked slim as there were far too many applicants. So Raju opted for the editing course. He earned a scholarship, thereby reducing the load on his father's shoulders.

Hirani tried his luck as a film editor for many years. Bad experiences forced him to shift to advertising, and gradually established himself as a director and producer of advertising films. He was also seen in a Fevicol ad where some men and elephants were trying to pull and break a Fevicol plank saying "Jor laga ke Haisha". He was also seen in the Kinetic Luna ad campaign created by Ogilvy &
Mather. He was doing fairly well in the advertisement industry but he wanted to make movies so he took a break from advertisement and started working with Vidhu Vinod Chopra. He worked on promos and trailers for *1942: A Love Story*. He edited promotions for *Kareeb*. He got his first big opportunity as a film editor with Mission Kashmir.

Rajkumar Hirani's first directorial venture was *Munnabhai MBBS* (2003) which is considered a cult classic. *Munnabhai MBBS* broke all formulaic conventions associated with Bollywood films. His fourth film was the alien satirical drama *PK*, which starred Aamir Khan, Saurabh Shukla and Anushka Sharma in lead roles. It was released on 19 December 2014 and broke existing records in India and became the highest grossing Indian film collecting over Rs.500 crore at the box office. Currently, Hirani is filming *Dutt*, a biopic on Sanjay Dutt, with Ranbir Kapoor playing Dutt's role. Hirani and his co-writer Abhijat Joshi have written the screenplay of the film. The film is slated to release in late 2017. All four of Hirani's films have been critical and commercial successes, fetching him four National Film Awards and 11 Film fare Awards.
Narrator: How many stars are in the sky? Have you ever tried to count it? If you try to count it, then, Its about 6 billion at least. That's just in our galaxy. And how many galaxies are there in all? Scientists say maybe it's two billion or more. Therefore, what if in these planets, there's someone somewhere in, some planet that looks just like us. And like us, who's trying to go to the Moon and Mars? That they're also searching for us and they came here. The thing that was stolen is for calling back the spaceship. Without the remote control, he can never go back to his home planet. He does not know our language, and he does not have any friends here. Alone, helpless, he thought about just one thing. Now, how can I go home?

Jaggu: Sorry, but I raise my hand first.

Sarfaraz: Oh, sorry, but I asked first. After that, you came.

Jaggu: I'm a big fan of Raleigh Rai Bachchan.

Sarfaraz: But I am a big fan of Amitabh Bachchan.

Jaggu: I've read all the poems he has written for 10 years.

Sarfaraz: From the age of five I memorized, all of his dialogue, that, too, without radio.

Sales: So, who wants this now?

Jaggu: Give it to me, he will not understand any poet.

Sales: 100 euros.

Jaggu: From 40 euro to 100? For a forged ticket?

Sales: Since it took over 6 hours of queue. Time is money.

Jaggu: You listen then.

Sarfaraz: No, no, you listen, ladies first. Wait, what do you think if we split together? First, you hear poetry, After free time, I see Amitabh sir, please.

Jaggu: That's a damn good idea! 10... 20... 30... 40

Sarfaraz: 50... 6...

Jaggu: 96 There are 96. Small discount please, we're from same country after all. Motherland... Long live!

Sales: Yes, long live... 100 euros.

Jaggu: Can you lend 4 euro please? You can take the watch for that money.

Sales: Please Uncle, last ticket.

Uncle: Its full already, you won't get any tickets.

Jaggu: No uncle, there's one hero, selling forged tickets.

Uncle: Rascals. People like him will tarnish our country's name. Right. You stay here, I'll get you tickets.

Jaggu: Thank you. Uncle.

Uncle: Who?

Jaggu: You ask who? Where are my tickets?

Uncle: Oh, tickets? 100 Euro.


Uncle: Mind your language.

Jaggu: Mind your language? To hell!
Uncle : Guards.
Sarfaraz : Now go look inside, old man.
Uncle : Security, security!
Sarfaraz : Come, come.
Uncle : I'll take care of you.
Sarfaraz : Go go go go.
Uncle : Curse the girl.
Jaggu : Let me catch that old man. Today, when, what kind of generation do we have?
Sarfaraz : Just give it up. Nevermind it.
Jaggu : How can I give up? He's listening to good poem now and I'm sitting here.
Sarfaraz : Give it up. The past often hurt us with memories, the future is waving its hand, come forward with me toward it. Me too, write a little here and there.
Jaggu : That's good. Tell the rest of them.
Sarfaraz : No, I can't say the rest. If you listen to the rest, you'll end up proposing me.
Jaggu : Are you crazy?
Sarfaraz : No, really. You really like Sir Rai Bachchan. A woman met him in the morning, he sang the words of his poems, by evening she married him. I've read it.
Jaggu : Really?
Jaggu : Jaggu.
Sarfaraz : Jaggu?
Jaggu : My name. Papa put a long name to me. Jhaggat Jhanni. Everyone made fun of that at the school. So I cut it short.
Sarfaraz : Jaggu. You live here?
Jaggu : No, Delhi. I'm hosting a TV production here. And you?
Sarfaraz : I'm Sarfaraz, studying architecture here and doing part time job. Here, at the Pakistan embassy.
Jaggu : Why Pakistan Embassy?
Sarfaraz : Because, I'm a Pakistani. So, I cannot get a job at Indian embassy right? What happened?
Jaggu : No, nothing.
Sarfaraz : Pakistan mentioned, and your smile was gone? Well then. God bless you.
Sis Jaggu : Mom, Dad, she's falling in love.
Mom : Falling in love?
Sis Jaggu : He's so cute. Come, show the picture.
Mom : What do the boy do? Not a joint family, right?
Jaggu : Stay calm, I'll tell you everything.
Mom : First, What's his name?
Jaggu : Sarfaraz.
Dad : A Muslim?
Jaggu : Yes, Dad, studying architecture. Family is in Pakistan.
Mom: Pakistan? what Pakistan?
Jaggu: Mom, there's just one Pakistan.
Mom: Over my dead body.
Dad: Do not disconnect. Do not move. Hold on. I'll be quick. Lord, it will be a catastrophe. Please help.
Jaggu: I knew where Papa was going, Ever since I'm a child, I saw Mr. Tapaswi's face,more than I saw my parents faces. Bye Mom. From school bag to homebathroom wall, everywhere. Mr. Tapaswi is all over the place. Good time for him to get lost. Not to protect the tooth. Tapaswi has given father a box of Gods. For each task there's a god. When Dad is doing stock transaction, he showed Lakshmi the computer screen. While at treadmill, its Hanuman he brought up. Internet, Online, Blessing, all Mr. Tapaswi. All these things is because of Tapaswi.
Dad: Jaggu, come take blessing.
Jaggu: Sarfaraz will not cheat on me.
Tapaswi: Take history as witness. These people are not doing anything but lies. He will take advantage on you. He'll use you but will not marry you.
Dad: Jaggu come home immediately. If one more night you're there, our relationship is over.
Tapaswi: Sahani, sir. I'll talk with the children. Child, press the delete button. And get him off your system.
Sarfaraz: Hello? What happened?
Jaggu: Do you love me?
Sarfaraz: Of course I do, why?
Jaggu: Will you marry me?
Sarfaraz: Hello, but what happened?
Jaggu: Yes or no, Sarfaraz?
Sarfaraz: Yes... b... but...
Jaggu: Tomorrow.
Sarfaraz: Tomorrow? Tomorrow we will get married. Mr. Tapaswi's prophecy is wrong. I'll prove it.
Man: Sir James Herrick and Miss Oprah Brown, you are next.
Woman: James isn't here yet.
Man: Oh, talk to the Registrar.
Woman: Could you just hold this please?
Jaggu: Of course.
Children: This is for you.
Jaggu: For me?
Children: Yeah.
Jaggu: Thank you. It's a letter from Sarfaraz. We can't continue because of our family. Our countries, religions, people, everything is different. How can we be happy together? We can't. Do not try to contact me. Sorry. (Letter Sarfaraz)

Driver: Where to go young lady?
Jaggu: New Delhi. I returned to my city, but my father didn't want me at home. I joined the news channel now.

Nitu: Boss ordered to bring any dog. He want to make it a breaking news.
Jaggu: Haven't got any new news. Sometimes had to make-up some news.

Jaggu: Missing. If found, please contact PK. That man, a good story. You go to the office. I'll come later.

Nitu: Come quickly.
Jaggu: Excuse me. Why do you give these out?

PK: My case with him is not solved yet. He didn't contact me and hadn't been found. My life has been destroyed. Don't even know on what world he go to sit. You got any idea where is he?

Jaggu: No. Why are you wearing this helmet?
PK: I've learned one thing. This yellow color, can be seen from afar. Despite huge traffic, one know a taxi even from far.

Jaggu: So?
PK: So God can find me from far. Or else, how would He know me from among the crowd?

Jaggu: Who said that animals don't commit suicide? This is Nikku. Dr. Sweetie Singh's dog from Ramesh Nagar, Delhi. In the last month, it has attempted suicide three times. Try to jump off the roof, ate sleeping tablets, And throw itself in fireplace. Why did he do these things? Does he have some mental illness? Is Nikku...

Nitu: Jaggu, what happened?
Jaggu: What is this shit, Nitu?

Jerry: We hope to talk more with the millionaire, after the break. Well done. Coffee? Someone bring a coffee here.

Jaggu: Jerry.

Jerry: Oh no.
Jaggu: What do you think? This dog have depression? And psychotic disorder, schizophrenia tension deficit hyperactive disorder.

Jerry: Whatever it is, why would I care?
Jaggu: Exactly! Why would anyone care? So why show this stupid news to people?

Jerry: So what are you trying to say?
Jaggu: Come here, take this. Look at this. Today, I met someone. Who gives these pamphlets to people. He's looking for God.

Jerry: He found Him?
Jaggu: No.
Jerry: Finding God, that's religion. Found God, that's news. If he found God then bring him here, I'll put him on air.
Jaggu: But,
Jerry: You know the company policy. No news on religion and no news on God. Finish.
Jaggu: What's wrong with you? Where are the so called fighter once before?
Jerry: You wanna see the fighter? Look here. Look at this. There are three marks here. See? They are not birthmarks. Your father's friend, that Tapaswi? I have news program against him. It's his devotees who shoot my butt. Yeah, right in my butt. From then on, I decided, if I want to live in this country, then do not mess with religion. That's it. I have a show now. You can go. Bye bye. Welcome back from the break, we're talking about the businessman.
Jaggu: Boss never give me the opportunity to follow up this story. But two weeks later, it came back to me.
Pastor: A thief, thief, thief! Catch him. He stole money from the box. Hey, where are you going? Catch him.
Jaggu: Get away.
Pastor: You idiot, dare stealing from God?
Jaggu: Pandit, he's not a thief. My purse fell through the box when I want to give money in it. He's helping me to get it, that's all. I'm telling the truth. Check it. In the purse there's Rs 5,000. You'll see. Pandit, those are mine.
Pastor: Once, but when He was named in your hands. Now they are His. Let them leave.
Jaggu: Hey.
PK: What did you do there? I'm taking my money back. Payment has been taken, but work has not been done.
Jaggu: No, no wait. I saw you begin to get some money, and then you put some money back.
PK: Rs200 for the register, I take that amount from it and return the balance back in.
Jaggu: Before this, you wear necklaces, rings, wasn't you?
PK: I reject it. Now I won't wear it.
Jaggu: Then why are you wearing these stickers?
PK: Self defense. People always put God's photo in their wall, right? So that someone would not kick it. I stick it here. So that people won't hit me.
Jaggu: Nitu, where are you? Come fetch me, I don't have money to go home. I'll tell you what happened later. There's a big temple opposite that place. Come quickly. Thanks. Bye.
PK: Take this. Keep it.
Jaggu: What's this?
PK: For taxi, so you can go home. When I see somebody couldn't go home. I feel disheartened.
Jaggu: Listen.
PK: No more, that's all I have.
Jaggu: No. I cannot take this.
PK: Why?
Jaggu: You have to go to your home too right? And you don't have any money too.
PK: Even with money, I still can't go home.
PK: Why? Where do you live?
PK: Actually, I live in Bhauri. But these days, the hotel rent are high, you know. So I have to check in at lock up.
Jaggu: Lock up? As in the police lock up?
PK: Yes, here in Delhi. They give food for free.
Jaggu: And you want to check in there? Like a hotel?
PK: Come, I'll show you. Stay here. Hey, look at this, idiot, Police: I'll take care of you.
Nitu: Jaggu.
Jaggu: You sit behind. I'll follow that car.
Nitu: Whose car?
Police: Yes.
Jaggu: I want to go into the lock up.
Police: Why?
Jaggu: To meet that guy.
Police: Lady, does this look like a canteen to you? Where you can eat and drink, have fun with friends as you please? This is lock up. Lock up. Only someone who is faulty is able to go in. Ma'am, bribe is banned.
Jaggu: That's why I give it.
Police: You can even be put in. Oh please do it.
Jaggu: Thank you, Mr. Pandit. Just an hour. Hi. I want to know your story. Tell me.
PK: What is it?
Jaggu: I'm a TV reporter. This is my job. Ask.
PK: Whatever you want to ask.
Jaggu: So, What's your name?
PK: I don't have a name. All I know is everyone call me PK, PK.
Jaggu: What's your job?
PK: Ash toro naut.
Jaggu: Astronaut? Meaning, job which go to the Moon?
PK: Don't work as Moon Miner. Not trustworthy.
Jaggu: Okay, so what's your favorite planet, then?
PK : My planet.
Jaggu : No, no, beside Earth?
PK : No, I know this planet's a beauty. I said my own planet. At night, that's up there. I can see my home. We're surprised when we learned that, there's another world, there's people just like us. So they sent me here, for research purpose. But when I just got here. Someone snatched my remote control. And without remote control I can't give signals to my home. Without signals, no one can come and take me back home.

Jaggu : Hello, listen.
Policex: What?
Jaggu : Open the door please. I want to go home.
Policex: Madam, that can be decided by party from outside, not from inside.
Jaggu : Look I'm not a thief.
Policex: That's what thieves always said.
Policex: Mr. Pandit went on patrol.
Jaggu : Mr. Pandit. Pandit.
Policex: Hey thief, shut up. Or I'll give,
PK : You think I'm crazy, talking nonsense?
Jaggu : If not, then what? Your planet people talking like Bujpur?
PK : Our world did not. Our world did not have any language. We're all talking with mind, confusion never arise. But here, say something else, but meant something else. One word but four meaning. When saying something good, its like, Everything is good, very good. "Accha" with big eyes. When in wonder, the tone is short. "Your mother's accident. Really?" When someone's angry, the tone sound even more high. "Really? You want to teach me? Really?" When thinking, then its long tone. "Oh, that's it..." You have to pay close attention. Then one can understand what they mean. Because of so many confusion, I had to learn it in full six hours.

Jaggu : Meaning you learned all Bujpuri language in just, six hours? I can't touch hands at that time.
PK : Then I met one girl, I sit together with her. I hold her hands and transfer all the language she has to me.

Jaggu : Are you kidding me? There's a limit to everything you know. Are your hands like a USB cable? That can transfer files from computer to another computer? And your clothes? Your world's also wearing jeans?

PK : No no no. Our world don't wear any clothes. First time I got here, I think, that people here are different from each other. Our world is different by skin. The skin here, some have shining bright skin, some have black skin. Some have colored skin, some have plain skin. Some have a skinny skin and some have hanging down skin. Then one day I saw a car. Dancing car. Then I understood, that people's bodies here is the same as my world. The difference here is that they all are wearing
something that fashion over their body. Now I can mix into the crowd. But I don't know why all these people are laughing at me. After that, I understood that men's clothes is different and women's clothes is different. Morning clothes are different and night's clothes are different. Playing's clothes is different. Eating's clothes is different. Within my clothes I found a kind of photo. I slowly realize that this photo is important to survive in this world. That if I give this photo, I can get food to eat. So I started to collect pictures of this old man.

Sales: What's this? Why do you give me these? This is for bookstore, man. Yes, right, here are your carrots.

PK: Now I realize that this picture is useful in one paper only. The other papers, the photo is useless for nothing. Now the need for money and clothes, I will always get from the dancing car. It is my bank, and it is also my tailor. There's one time, I got a strange clothes, Where I don't need to show any picture or photo, And the food comes to me on its own. Mister, take this. I realized that if I want to find my remote control I have to learn this world's language. Without language, no work can be done here. Just like the man that I want to tell that his style has some defect in my opinion. I have a feeling that I've damaged his fashion. Here, let me correct it just the way it was.

Bairun: I met him down the road. Some rascals hit him and run away.

Doctor: The mind's not good. He didn't respond to anything.

Bairun: Maybe he is deaf?

Doctor: Oii! He hears it. But give no answers. It looks like there's firm hit in the head. Memory lost. Memory gone.

Bairun: Do you remember who hits you? Remember car plate number? Remember anything? Something? Let's go brother. Come with me. As long as your memory don't come back to you, you'll be my guest. They say to cure memory lost, go to where your memory lost, and you can get it back. I've seen it in film. What he is talking, it's important to understand now. I need to hold his hand and transfer his language to me. The name of the car is,, Memory gone, and now can't differentiate man from woman? Hold on a sec. Look at my driver's license. Gender. Male. Man. Human. Rascal, Bastard. If I want to go back to my home, I definitely have to catch someone's hand. Mate, I met a colorful friend. He's a strange man. Mate, I met a colorful friend. He's a strange man. You've been hard for us boy. Do not do it, so, The boy has truly became my guest. The boy has truly became my guest. I can understand your pain, brother. But don't openly hold hands. Although it's a beautiful thing, but it can be life threatening too. You can wait no longer. Come, come with me. Here if you grabs anyone hands, or legs, no one will kill you. Come here, come on.
PK: This is a good place. Here they are very nice and pretty. Everyone inside was willing to take my hand and take me home. And then I've met a gentle girl who has a peace of mind. Puljaria.

Bairun: Puljaria, take him to the honeymoon room.

PK: Puljaria was sitting there with patience. **In the meantime, I, over six hours, took her language into my body. Pronunciation, X by J.**

Puljaria: I took everything from her inside me. First time, you useless? It's first step before the start, or what?

PK: Yes.

Puljaria: Where do you came from?

PK: I came from very far away. You've not even heard the name of it.

Puljaria: But you talk like us.

PK: It's you who teach me. So I speak exactly like you, sister.

Puljaria: Hey, sister become your mother! Go, get out from here.


Bairun: You're talking, brother.

PK: I want your help, brother.

Bairun: What magic did Puljaria do to you?

PK: Come with me now.

Bairun: This memory has a direct connection to something. This thing we must tell the doctor, brother. And you can be cured.

PK: There's a very important job. Brother. Please come with me, hurry. Stop here. Stop here. Brother. That day, the chain was taken from me here. I want that chain, brother.

Bairun: Is it precious?

PK: Very much.

Bairun: Listen, brother. The thief is from our village. But the chain must have reach Delhi. If you can trace where he sold it, you can capture him.

PK: So I have to go there, brother.

Bairun: Where?

PK: Delhi.

PK: Sir?

Police: What?

PK: My remote control has been stolen.

Police: Are you drunk? Is finding your TV remote a police job?

PK: It's not a TV remote control.

Police: Then what?

PK: I can't say that. But it was fixed to a neck chain. And it's worth much more.

Police: Where did the theft happen?

PK: At Mandawa.

Police: It's stolen in Mandawa, and you come to Delhi to find it?

PK: But the thief must have come to Delhi.

Police: So?
PK : So where can I find the thief?
Police : Hey weirdo. There are two million people in this city. Policeman is human. Not God. Only God can help you.
Peoples : Hold God's two legs. He's the only one that'll be able to help you. Only God know. How can we know? God knows where, get out. Have faith in the God, son.
PK : Who is this Bhagwan? That can help me. I see that everyone mentioned his name. After what I saw, I was freaked out. The people of this world, made him as pictures. They themselves made a place for Him in one place. There are even streets in His house. Hundreds of thousands of people go to Him. He solve everyone's problems for a small amount of charges. This kind of magic didn't exist in my world. I could not believe it. But I thought I should try it once or twice.
PK : Give me a God, brother.
Sales : Which one you want? This here is Rs.20, 50, 100, 500..
PK : What's the difference between Rs.20 and 500 ones?
Sales : Only the size, everything else is the same.
PK : The Rs.20's will work too, right?
Sales : Okay, Rs.15 then.
PK : Oh God, I am very hungry. Give me something to eat. I've become totally out of control. This God is working. Now I can go to my home. God, someone took my remote control. Please bring it back, I want to go home. Sir, is this God out of battery? I just used it once, then it broke.
Sales : What do you mean?
PK : I mean, put a new battery in him.
Sales : It doesn't need any battery.
PK : Then why this does not work? Is this defective?
Sales : No, I made it perfect.
PK : Is it you who created this God?
Sales : Yes, from my hands.
PK : Did you created God or did God created you?
Sales : God created us all. But we only make His sculptures.
PK : Why create His sculptures?
Sales : So that we can pray to Him. Tell Him about our joys and sorrows.
PK : There is a communication device installed? How do we hear God say?
Sales : God does not need any transmitter. He hears it directly.
PK : If He hear directly, then what's the need for sculpture?
Sales : What am I going to do with this man? Trying to end our business, huh? What is your problem?
PK : My remote control has been stolen. I asked God, to tell me where it is.
Sales : Are you Peekay (drunk)? What does that mean? Bro, this small God can't do something big like that. He can't capture the thief, the legs is short. Go
inside the temple. There is a big God. Give Him this nuts and some money
to him. Your job will be done. That will be Rs.200.

PK : Everyone was waiting for their turn carrying nuts and money. To make
their work done. Two hours later, it was my turn. Oh God. God, give me
back my remote control. But, where is it?

Madam : Hurry, please.

PK : Hold on, my remote control's not received yet. Sir, he's not getting the job
done, I already gave money.

Pastor : Your job will be done.

PK : When will it be? Who can tell it when? Your job will be done.

Madam : Move it.

PK : But when can I get my item?

Pastor : Do not hold the queue. Go ahead.

PK : What if someone else get my item?

Pastor : Are you drunk?

PK : Hold on, madam. What are you doing? But where can I get my goods?

Pastor : You will find it in a mental hospital.

PK : What? Paid money here, and delivery is at mental hospital?

Pastor : Get this man out!

PK : Hey, at least give me receipt. Give me receipt so that I can ask the man
when can I get the delivery?

Security : Go on. Please go.

PK : But, but my remote control. I can't find my sandals.

Man : Someone must have taken it away. Wear someone else's sandals then.
That's what happen at temples anyway.

PK : Someone's take a full payment, but never did the job.

Police : Say his name.

PK : Bhagwan (God)

Police : Say the full name.

PK : Don't know his full name.

Police : Where does he live?

PK : There, in front of the temple.

Police : You gave the money to his own hand?

PK : No, I put it in a box.

Police : He said that your job will be done?

PK : He does not speak.

Police : Why? He's mute?

PK : Maybe.

Police : Absolutely.

PK : Right.

Police : Tell me his appearance.

PK : He looks like this. Just the size is large.

Police : Come here, come here. Are you Peekay? (You're drunk?)
PK: Err. Yes, but how do you all know that?
Police: Am I blind? 20 years of police work. Just by seeing I can tell who's drunk and who's not. Mr. Singh, search him. Give me his ID. Dr. D'Mello. Oh Doctor, why did you drink so much that you forgot your religion? You've mistaken between temple and church. You go to your church. To your own God.
PK: Church?
Security: Get out of here.
PK: But my item.
Security: Beat it. Get out. Because of you, God have been crossed.
PK: But what did I do? I came here only just now.
Security: Are you PeeKay?
PK: Yup.
Security: God is watching you. He's looking at your behavior.
PK: Where? Where? Where is He? What's in that cup?
Security: Wine.
PK: Wine. At that time, I understand just the thing. God have grown bored with coconut water. Now he's having fun with wine. Now I will give Him wine. So I started to collect money. Some money, I found from the dancing car. And some money, from that gentleman Who stand at every bridge every day. Who give me as much money as I want. Sir, is there any nearby God's house here?
Man: Yes, just forward ahead. Hold on. What's in your hand?
PK: Wine. For God. Where is He? This madam looks very sad. So I need to know what happened, I had to hold her hand.
Man: How dare you disturbed a widow, asshole.
Pk: How do you know this madam is a widow?
Man: You. Don't you see she's wearing a white saree? Asshole.
Woman: Is everything fine?
PK: I'm very sorry about the death of your husband.
Woman: What? When?
PK: How do I know when? You're wearing white clothes.
Woman: I'm getting married thats why I wear it.
PK: No, all people wear it for death.
PK: Are all of your husbands dead?
Man: Hey, I'm still alive! You!
PK: After a lot of chasing, I came to understand. That this world don't have just one God. But there are so many Gods. And each of these God have different rules. And each God open their own company. People have religion for them. And each of these religion have different
In this world, everyone have only one religion. Meaning that they belong only to one company. And it's their company's God which they worship, not of the others. So, I'm a member of which company then? Which God should I pray to? If I want to know about my remote control, knowing this is very crucial.

Doctor : What are you doing?
P K : Where are the marks?
Doctor : What marks?
P K : Religion's marks. How do I know which company this kid belongs to? Where's the God's mark, brother?
Doctor : Security!
P K : It's getting hard to find out my religion. **Now I can do just one thing, I will worship every Gods in every religion. One of Them must be the right one. And will hear to what I want. Oh God, where are you? Where are you, God? Where are you, God? You have many names. You have so many faces. There's so many ways to find you. I walked all the ways. But you could not be found. I can't understand what you want. I can't understand what you want. I can't understand what you want. Where are you, God? I've had a mass confusion, God. I must have done something wrong, that makes you not to hear me out. Please tell me. Show me the way. Please. I'm asking You, begging You. I'll knelt down on my forehead, I've ring the bell for you, I've spoken through a loudspeaker too. I've read Book of Gita, Koran, and verses of Bible. Your different managers, is saying different thing from the others. One says to sacrifice on Monday, another says to sacrifice on Tuesday, one says to pray before the sunrise, another says to pray after the sunset. One says to worship cattles, another says to sacrifice it. One says go to temples without any shoes, another says go to church wearing boots. This, who's right and who's wrong I do not understand anything. I came here by mistake, I want to go home. Whatever you say, I will do. Just, send me home. Please! Say something. Where are you hiding? Please give me an answer. Please. Please. Please.

Shiva : Hey, why'd you lock it?
P K : Today, I'll not let you leave.
Shiva : Open the door, its my entry queue.
Woman : Shiva, destroyed the existing. Don't fear anything.
Shiva : Security! Who are you?
P K : You don't recognize me? I'm PK, I'm PK. (Drunk)
P K : First bring my remote control.
Shiva : Which remote control?
P K : My spaceship's remote control.
Shiva: Spaceship?
PK: Did you forget? How many times I told you? I'm not from this world, I came from faraway world. This way you find my remote control, then I return to my home. You understand, right?
Shiva: Oh brother, leave me alone. I have small children.
PK: I know. Your kids, They're not so small anymore. They can live alone at home. You give me my remote control and then go to your family.
Shiva: Lord save me.
PK: Is there other God above you? Where is He?
Woman: Now presenting the dance of Shiva. The Fearless.
Shiva: Help me! Help me. Help me!
Tapaswi: I'm at Himalayas mountain, remembering God. Suddenly, there's a light. Great light of nowhere. The small light was raised pointed down to earth. I looked at it. Remembered what God is about. It quickly became a connection. God. Pray to You. What is this light? In the cold winter it make me feel warm. God said, this is from Shiva's. Take it, and build a shrine. This is only appearance devotees, all that pain out of. Do you want to see it? Shiva's part of drum. Bola Bola Bola Bola Bam Bam Bola. Bam Bam Bola,
PK: Bam Bam Bola, Bam Bam Bola, thanks God.
PK: Where are you God? Come on, on stage. I want to thank you Lord. He is here. I met Him in toilet. I request for my property, but He ran. I thought He's running away, but no, he took me here. For my property, thank God, Thank God. This is not a piece of Shiva. This one belongs to me. The delivery mistakenly send it to you. And your item may have been sent to someone else. Just ask him. He's here. God, please come forward. Tell them. Alright, I'll take my property, okay? Oh. It belongs to me.
Jaggu: Since when did you feel that you came from another planet? Listen. You have to meet a psychiatrist, a mental doctor.
Police: Now go madam. Rs.500 is able to give you so much punishment.
Jaggu: Wait a minute. This is my card. There's my number. If you like, I can fix you for an appointment. If you find time, call me, okay? Thank you Mr. Pandit.
PK: Do you think my story is a lie? Then go proceed with your suicidal dog on TV. Nikku. That is your destiny.
Jaggu: Mr. Pandit, Mr. Pandit. I want to go back for just two minutes.
Police: What's with these going inside and outside? Do this, give me another Rs.500, and take this man with you.
Jaggu: Nikku, The Suicide Dog, When did I tell you about it?
PK: You never did.
Jaggu: Then how do you know about it?
PK : **When you hold my hand, then I know.** You're doing a suicide dog's story. You were thinking, if this story went awry. Now Nikku it's your destiny.

Jaggu : Do not lie. I must have told you about it. Tell the truth.
PK : I'm not capable of lying. Lie used mouth, and I only use mind to communicate. Our world can just hold hands. Give me your hand.
Jaggu : No way.
PK : Give it! Uncle : Help me, son, my wife is critical. Hospital has asked for Rs.1000 to cure her. Only Rs. 500 is not enough. If you can give Rs.500 son, my wife can, I'll give it. Here.
Uncle : If you give me your address, I'll send money back.
PK : Uncle, money order will not reach my home, you keep it.
Uncle : Thanks son.
PK : Uncle! Take another Rs.100. To give tip.
Uncle : Boy, God bless you.
Jaggu : You prove it already. You cannot read anyone's mind. Don't you understand? That man took the money by fooling you. There is no hospital in this neighborhood.
PK : **I know. He and his wife is taking a meal at a five-star hotel.** Today, his wife's 75th birthday. For 75 years he and his wife never got to a five-star hotel. He collected his pension money little by little. Then his wife ordered an ice cream, the price had gone up a bit. Then he came here to ask for money.
Jaggu : Make up anything?
PK : Madam, I told you our world don't lie. The rest is up to you. Wait, wait, hold on.
Uncle : Give it with your hand. Today's your birthday, have a happy opportunity.
PK : I told you no one lies in our world.
Jaggu : Have you told anyone-- Have you told anyone that you're an alien?
PK : If I tell it, I will be put in a lab. They will cut me inside out.
Jaggu : So why did you tell me?
PK : Since I came here, I only take people's money. No one has given me money. You're the first one who gave by putting in the box for charity in 5000. I've got a feeling that you're a gentleman, the one I can trust.
Jaggu : I will find your remote control, PK.
PK : How's that?
Jaggu : Now I don't know yet. But you definitely will go back to your home. That's my promise.
PK : Why are you looking like that?
Jaggu : At you. Its not everyday alien come to my house. So, in your world, they hear everyone out of the way, like you?
PK : The same.
Jaggu : **And they all walks nude? Don't you feel strange?**
PK: See that bird, sitting there nude. Does it feel strange? If it'd wear clothes, then it looks strange.

Jaggu: PK. I did not sleep all night yesterday. I was thinking how to get your remote control. Hello.

Man Call: Connect to Balbir Singh, Room No. 4.

Jaggu: Wrong number.

Man Call: Is this not a hospital?

Jaggu: Bro, you get a wrong number, since yesterday I said that.

Man Call: How did I get the wrong number? I have saved the phone number personally.

PK: Okay, so what did you thought?

Man Call: Hello. Connect to Balbir Singh, Room No. 4.

Jaggu: Oh, you called late.

Man Call: Why?

Jaggu: Balbir Singh died this morning.

Man Call: What do you mean?

Jaggu: But how did the surgery hemorrhage killed him? Its unfortunate. But don't worry. Let's write in death certificate it's a heart attack. So that family's reputation will not be ashamed. So come on, okay, take the body.

Man Call: Okay.

Jaggu: Okay then, bye.

PK: How can you say that?

Jaggu: Its nothing. Now he'll go to hospital. Think about it. He'll see his friend alive and how happy he will be. He always call for wrong number, so I'm having a little fun with him.

PK: Fun?

Jaggu: PK, I was joking.

PK: I understood. I saw the whole game. They're kidding. Mr. Tapaswi had called God. He's citing prayer and whatever. But all his calls is wrong number. A person who answered his call is joking with him. Or else, how can he get my remote control from Shiva? It looks like, those who speak with God in this world have a messed up telecommunications system. Every call went to the wrong number.

Jaggu: What do you mean?

PK: I always thought, why God did not answer my problem. They say to scroll down to get to him. Tell me. We are all children of God, right? So which dad will tell their children. Scroll down to me and everything will be done. Have your dad ever told you that? "Child, scroll down to me if you want to have a new outfit." And there's giving away milk too.

Jaggu: If the call go to the right number, then what will God say? What will He say?
PK: He'll say, every day millions of hungry children are on the road sleeping in Delhi. Let them drink milk. Why would I drink the milk? I'm sure there's someone joking with us. Like what you did just now.

Jaggu: PK think that Tapaswi is an honorable man. But I won't have him confuse him right now. Because in my head, there's a nonsense idea. An idea that can bring back PK's remote control.

Jerry: Who is this PK?

Jaggu: Who? Where he come from? I know nothing of that. But he can see this world unlike any of us see this world.

Jerry: What does that mean?

Jaggu: It means. If he see you smoke, he'd call police and tell someone wants to suicide.

Jerry: Why?

Jaggu: Cause the cigarette packing has cancer picture.

Jerry: What do you think?

Jaggu: War. I would like PK to talk. I want him to talk in a show on television. Evaluate some values in people's mind.

Jerry: Jaggu, there's already three marks on my right side butt. Now you want the left side too so both sides are balanced. Is that what you're saying?

Jaggu: No Jerry, it's important to put PK. He will explain with love, that everyone has called a wrong number. Tapaswi cannot imagine how he would deal with this PK. Jerry, Jerry. He's sitting out there. See him once. I challenge you, you cannot answer his questions. Trust me, please?

PK: Sir, your cigarette fell just now.

Man: Oh, thank you. This is not mine.

PK: Kamasutra, Strawberry flavor.

Man: I hate strawberries! Ask others. It's not mine.

PK: Madam, is this yours?

Woman: How dare you?

PK: Just check your wallet. Maybe something's missing.

Woman: Who are you? You're rude.

PK: Uncle, this is yours, then?

Uncle: No, it's not.

Jaggu: PK it is his. If you want to ask anything, ask him. Come in.

PK: What is this?

Jerry: Its condom.

PK: What'd it do?

Jerry: To control world population.

PK: How's that?

Jerry: Have to wear it. While having sex.

PK: You control world population by wearing it? How?

Jerry: It's not me wearing it. Millions of people wear those things.

PK: All of them get it from you?
Jerry: Everybody's got those things.
PK: I have two questions.
Jaggu: Just ask PK, ask him.
PK: Why is that when people lost money they all say"this is mine, this is mine". But when condoms is lost, everyone say"this is not mine, this is not mine".
Jerry: Here, sex is a private matter.
PK: How?
Jerry: How can someone shout that "today I will be having sex".
PK: But then at marriage party, there's crackers, orchestra, dance. It looks like to tell everybody in the city, "today I'm having sex."Why?
Jerry: I do not have an answer to your question. But I do have a job for you.
Jaggu: Let's go, before this guy change your mind.
Jerry: Watch your back now Mr. Tapaswi, Now its my turn.
Jaggu: Mr. Tapaswi meet his followers here every day. They're talking about God. We go in, listen to his phone calls. If you think that he is wrong, then stop him immediately. Make him understand that he is calling the wrong number.
PK: If I do that, will he return my remote control?
Jaggu: If he understand that what you say then he will understand that chain is a joke. He'll return your remote control.
PK: Yes, I'll make him understand.
Man: My wife has been paralyzed for six months. Doctors are not able to do anything. I want,
Tapaswi: Oh God. Praise to you. Yes. Do tell. Where? God it's your choice. Have you heard Prathan?
Man: No.
Tapaswi: It's in Himalayas. Go there by train. From there, take a bus, to Gentaulk, then to Padyathra. Stay for 8 days and pray at God's house. Go with love, and your job will be done.
PK: Wrong number, this is wrong number.
Tapaswi: What is?
PK: Wrong number. Tapaswi, you spoke to God with a messed uptelecommunication technology. Every call you make is wrong number. The one answering is a duplicate God, he's joking with you.
Tapaswi: What are you trying to say?
PK: I'll make you understand. We are all God's children, right?
Tapaswi: Yes, so what?
PK: So, what'd you tell your sick child if they ask your help? Do you give him a cure? Or tell him that, Go 4000 km from this house, there's one more house there. Tell the one's in there the same problem. If he go to the real God, He would says, Son, your wife is ill, go to someone else, you're still alive. If you're dead, then come to me. Now, you're still alive.
aren't you? Right? I can prove it, someone took a joke for you. Tapaswi, please call God again. Ask Him if He can give some guarantee to this cureness. Uncle, before you got written guarantee, do not leave here. Call Him now, let's see here.

Man: Tapaswi's lunch time has arrived.
PK: Tapaswi, that duplicate God, has given my item to you. It's a fraud. Fraud, fraud.
Jaggu: Until now, man don't even see God or heard from Him. What God tells us to do, Has been conveyed by His managers only. PK has presented an important issue.
PK: What's that?
Jaggu: Are these Manager's voice has reached the true God?
PK: No.
Jaggu: He makes us understand that are the calls made has reached God, or a fraud?
PK: It's wrong numbers.
Jaggu: So tell us PK, how can people react to this situation?
PK: As long as the phone line's not repaired, our problem will arise again and again. We need to help each other.
Jaggu: PK tells important thing. As long as the Managers can bring us to the right God. We will not look to their aid. We'll help each other.
Reporter: PK says not to build this temple. He told us that chain belongs to him.
Tapaswi: What is in your pocket? Do you smoke?
Reporter: Yes.
Tapaswi: You do drink, right?
Reporter: Yes, occasionally drink.
Tapaswi: You're a smoker. Drinks alcohol. Knowing that both is poison. The government gives permission. Factory produced these poison. The shops open sale these poison. No one wants to question these. But when I want to build in this earth for the devotees of God. Just want to build one temple, then why are these questions? If you want to ask question, go ask those Who try to stop building the temple. Who is this PK? He's not Parveez Khan. Not even Pasha Kaman too. I ask you all. If you want to ask, ask that PK. What's his religion? What's his religion, his sect? Long time ago there's someone who wanted to destroy a temple. Put our temples destroyed. Today, someone else want to do the same thing. Yes, but,

PK: Tapaswi, call your God now, you want to know what's my religion, right? But first, ask Him what is His children's religion.
Tapaswi: What the hell are you doing here?
PK: Call Him, ask Him, ask Him.
Tapaswi: I don't have to call God for this. Even I can answer this. This is Hindu, Christian, this is Sikh, this one of the Jains, And this girl is from your nation.
PK: Guys, please tell Tapaswi your names now.
Mans: Hello, my name is Sukhwinder Singh. Assalamualaykum, I'm Abbas Ali Yaqub. Hello, I'm Veer Jain. Hi. I'm Christopher D. Souza.
Jaggu: I'm Jhaggat Jhandni Sahni.
PK: Confused, right? I have changed their appearance. Religion is always connected to appearance, right? I'll show you. Come here. With all this appearance, a Sikh. Take off the turban, becomes a Hindu. Take off mustache, then a Muslim. This whole change was designed, by that wrong number of fake god. If it's the right God, then it would be marks on the body right? Show yours.
Tapaswi: Mine?
Tapaswi: Hey, put this man out.
PK: What is this, huh? I'm going to prove it. Gaot cast eyes.
Dad: Jaggu. Stop this program! When you're 40 days old, you got a name by Tapaswi. The one who gave you name. Can take it out/back too.
Jaggu: Dad, he gave me name Jhaggat Jhandni. Who want that kind of name.
Dad: You! How much money you want, huh? You're doing all this for money, right?
PK: No.
Dad: You'll go to hell. Haven't you any fear of God?
PK: Thank you, Father. Thank you. I give the idea but you understand the rest of it. This game is about fear. That wrong number case did not just make fun out of us. He's taking our fear and exploit us too. Do you understand?
Jaggu: PK, Can you make my father understand too?
PK: Yeah, I can. I can prove it too. Let's go.
Dad: I don't have time to spend for this nonsense.
Jaggu: Dad, if this is nonsense, I'll stop this program.
PK: Father. This college is a weird place. Students here are all pretty scared. Now I'm going to do business about this fear. I'll show you.
Jaggu: Come.
PK: This is the factory machine. Invest some money. And this is unger. Now wait. 15 minutes to double investments. Look. Look. He's trapped. Hot tea, hot tea. Look there, man selling tea. He's making expensive investment. Green tea, sugar, thermos, water, glass, And here it's just stone and a little red. Hot tea, hot tea. He have to call for customer there. And here, by itself, long customer queue. Come on, hurry, others want it too. There, they bow down to the customer. But here, the customer bow down to it. Look there, he has so much fear, he plunged
there. That wrong number man is making a business. Fear business. He knows that those who are scared will go to temples. You're pretty scared too. Remove these.

Dad: Don't ever question religion. It's about faith and belief.

Jaggu: If God want us to not raise questions, don't ask. They said that if we reason with him, He'll never give his miracle. This religion's man, if they can't answer, then they will beat us. People become afraid, and shut their mouths. But now, we will not shut up anymore. Until now PK only ask one question, but now, he'll ask thousands of questions. So guys, take up your phones. If you heard something wrong number, record it on video. We will broadcast your recorded footages. Pick up phones, and questions.

Man: Baba, Baba. One question Baba. If you can make gold from your hand. Why can't you end the poverty in our country? Answer please. If you manage to make gold. Why not aid us? Answer.

Baba: Om. Om.

Man: This is wrong number. This is wrong number.

Jerry: Jaggu come with me. Come with me. Just come.

Jaggu: I'm working.

Jerry: Come with me. What are you doing? Whole country send us wrong numbers. You did a terrific job. Look now.

Man: He says, if we give the bull grass, we can get a job. Should I include this cow in my biodata, and go from a company to a company? Or should I write a monster.com biodata? This is wrong number.

Jerry: There is more. There is more.

Man: He's saying become Christian, or else I'll go to hell. If God wants me to become Christian, I would be born in a Christian family. Now, why need to switch religion? This is wrong number.

Children: Everybody here wants to go to school. But they said, if we go to schools, they'll shoot us. How can our God be so low that, if these children learned, He'll be angry? This is wrong number.

Jaggu: PK, your program has been quite popular. SMS around the world is coming. Look, another one.

PK: What happened?

Jaggu: Father send me a short message. He's ashamed of his daughter. You know? I was ten years old when, I write a poem for the first time. For my father, everyone says I look like my mother. Everyone is right. But I'm my father's daughter. When I finished reciting my poem, everyone clapped. But then, there's whistles from far. When the applause end, that one whistle and clap doesn't end. It was my dad. He's so proud of me. But the message he sent today,

PK: Ashamed of you. Your father's belief, and this thing happened. We will show him these wrong number. Again and again until he come to his senses.
Jaggu: That day will never come PK. Do not worry, get up. Get up, you know what our world do when we sad?

Jaggu: What is it PK?
PK: Do it with me. Batteries charge automatic.
Jaggu: What?
PK: Do it with me.
Jaggu: PK. What are we doing PK?
PK: Close your eyes.
Jaggu: How can I copy you then?
PK: Okay fine, open eyes.

Man: than the money in the money box. Your pictures, books, medicinal oil, everything has stopped selling. On Facebook and Twitter, also millions of negative commentary.

Tapaswi: Just this?
Man: This is the only one who supported you. The curses are in these ones. Do something. One more day and we can be shut down.

Tapaswi: Phone that man. He got a lot of questions, huh? I'll ask him one question.
Jerry: Hey Jaggu.
Jaggu: What? What happened?
Jerry: Tapaswi wants to be in our show. He wants to talk with PK.
Jaggu: That's awesome, PK will win.
Jerry: It would be an amazing show. You prepare PK, start advertising.

Reporter: Do not forget, "One more question" 6 o'clock Sunday afternoon.

Bairun: Our boy has become a star. Look, my bro's became a star.

Man: He walked naked, naked. I made him a star. He sits in TV. And me? What am I doing in this village. I should be there drinking with them. A big star. Became a star, heh.

Woman: PK, some Dheeru Singh wants to speak.
PK: Brother?
Woman: Take that line.
PK: Brother.

Bairun: Oh, boy. So, you became a star now?
PK: Where are you brother?
Bairun: Right now I'm in Mandawa. I will come to you tomorrow and bring a present for you. The one who stole your item, is here with me. He sold your item at 40,000. Ask me to whom?

PK: To whom?
Bairun: Tapaswi.

Jaggu: Hello, what happened?
PK: The one who stole my remote. That thief got caught.
Jaggu: What? Really?
PK: Brother said. The thief sold the remote to Tapaswi.
Jaggu: Then it's game over for Tapaswi. Take him home. And tell Tapaswi to give you that remote control Or else we show this thief on TV.

PK: Tapaswi got my remote control on Himalaya's mountain. This mean that Tapaswi is a liar. That means, It's not a wrong number duplicate God. It's Tapaswi who got it first hand. Jaggu do you know this?

Jaggu: Remember when you first told me about the wrong numbers? Tapaswi who calls God. They are all wrong numbers. I immediately realized that you're misunderstanding. But I did not explain your mess. Because if you told that Tapaswi is a liar, everybody would have laughed at you. People want something new every day, PK. This wrong number you told people, they are deeply touched by its uniqueness. Today they're with you PK. This is the wrong number. My plan worked, PK. Understand that you got your remote control. Friend. You'll go to your hometomorrow. Gone. We'll never meet again. I'll feel lonely, friend. I'll really miss you.

PK: Will you stop me? (From going).

Jaggu: How can I stop you?

PK: I'm serious. I can work. I'll correct everything. I can settle down here. You can find someone for me who can spend time with me. Right? I will marry her, or what?

Jaggu: Who can marry you?

PK: Why is that?

Jaggu: Your wife will be in trouble to introduce you. Meet my husband. His name is PeeKay (Drunk)

PK: That's not my name. Everyone call me that, nonsense.

Jaggu: PK (Drunk)

PK: I'll change my name. Would you suggest my new name? Whatever name you like.

Jaggu: Look. The person's name and his personality. Have to be matched.

PK: Yes, you're right. So, how is my personality?

Jaggu: Let me show a demo. Kaka seriously said. The difference between name and face,

PK: I do not want to hear poetry. Say something else.

Jaggu: The name and image, the difference.

PK: Damn. How to make her understand?

Jaggu: Get another name. Get another face. Fire has completely cooled.

PK: That's very good. Here I have so many cards and different names. You choose any name. Look inside and choose one you like.

Jaggu: Tandu Ram.

PK: Another.


PK: What happened? There are more inside. What happened, Jaggu?

Jaggu: Nothing.
Bairun: Hey brother.
Reporter: One terrorist organization has claimed responsibility for the attack. They say this is only one small example. This is what happens to those who attacked us. We will defend our God.
Jaggu: Where are you going, PK?
PK: The show.
Jaggu: No, you don't need to go.
PK: It's important to go.
Jaggu: "One more question." In this special program, for all of you. Where we bring together PK and, Hold on.
Tapaswi: Wait a bit. Give me. What is this thing? God said that. This is His brokendown's drum. But he said, it's his property. God said, build a temple, and he said, Don't make temple. Who should we listen? Is it God? Or, this guy? Wearing a yellow helmet, and gave these out. See this, look here. First he said, God is missing. Then he called God a fraud. Tomorrow he might say. That God has died. Boy, what do you want? A world which doesn't have God? Are you so desperate to hurt people's feelings? Some people do not have bread to eat. Some don't have roof to stay. Those people don't even have friend to talk to. Everyday how many people kill themselves, do you know? Wrists cut, hang neck on fan, why? Because they do not have hope. If God come forward, put tikka in forehead, put some thread around their hand, it will give them some hope to live. So who are you to deny this hope from them? And if you really want to snatch God from those people's lives, Tell me, what do you want to give them instead? You always said these wrong number, wrong number. So tell everyone here now, what is the right number?
PK: You're exactly right Tapaswi. There's one time, when I too, could not find food to eat. I don't have home to stay. I cried a lot. I don't even have friends. I only had one thing. God. Every day I thought tomorrow will be better. God will show me some way out. I agree. That putting faith in God, one can find hope, The difficulties will go away, courage will come, we'll get strength, But I have one question. Which God should I believe in? You all say that, it's only one God. I say, no. There are two Gods. One is the one who created us all. The other one is the one created by people like you. We know nothing about the God who made us all. But the God people like you made, is exactly like you. Liar, pretending to act, giving false promises, meeting rich people sooner, letting the poor neglected, happy when get praised. People are afraid to even say a word. My right number is very simple. The God who created us all, put faith in Him, and the God that people like you created, the duplicate God, Destroy it.
Tapaswi: You talking about our God and you'd think I will sit idle? Boy, we will protect our God.
PK: You can protect God? You? This world is very small. This world is very small compared to the whole universe. And you, by sitting in this little world, this little place, this little street, saying that you want to protect the God who created all these universes? He doesn't need your protection. He can protect Himself. Today, one of my friends died trying to help me. I was left only with his shoe. Stop trying to defend God, or else in this world. People will not only leave shoes.

Tapaswi: One Muslim blasted bomb and one Hindu Guru sitting here listening to your speech.

PK: Who's Hindu and who's Muslim? Where are the marks, show me? This difference is created by you people, not God. And this, this is the world's dangerous wrong number. It's the most dangerous wrong number. Where people dies. Torn each other apart. This kind of wrong number, you, lied to Jaggu's parent, and separate her from Sarfaraz.

Tapaswi: What wrong number?

PK: That Sarfaraz will lie to her. That Muslims are hypocrites, who said that?

Tapaswi: So, he did deceived her.

PK: It's not a lie.

Jaggu: Hold on. What is this? Look.

Tapaswi: You wait. You're saying that, the prophecy I said about Sarfaraz, is a lie?

PK: Yes, that's what I said.

Tapaswi: So prove it. Prove it that my prophecy is a lie. If you cannot prove it, you have to touch my feet and apologize. And you must admit in front of everybody, that you have launched a lie to me.

PK: And if I can prove it?

Jaggu: PK, don't!

Tapaswi: That, this thing, is yours.

PK: Conditions agreed.

Tapaswi: Please focus the camera on Jhagat Jhandni. Jhaggat Jhandni, I hope that, you would honestly answer my questions. In Belgium, you've been in love with a Pakistani boy. True? Or false?

Jaggu: Why would we discuss about my personal life?

Tapaswi: On Friday, I told one of my prophecies that this boy will betray you. The next day, you went to marriage registrar office. But the boy did not come. True or false?

Jaggu: Yes, he didn't come, can you please stop this?

Tapaswi: Now, You'll come to my feet? Or I bring my feet to you?

PK: Sarfaraz did not betray you.

Jaggu: Let it go, PK. Please.

PK: No, tell everyone what happened that day.

Jaggu: PK, please.

PK: Only once. For me.

Jaggu: I was in the marriage registrar office. I got a letter.
PK: Sarfaraz came to give that letter?
Jaggu: No. One little boy sent me that.
PK: His name written in that letter?
Jaggu: No.
PK: Then how do you know that Sarfaraz sent it? It can be that. That letter is for another girl? There were no other girls there? There's one right? Who carried a cat? She gave you that cat to hold, right? Did you recognize the boy who sent you that letter?
Jaggu: No.
PK: Did he recognize you?
Jaggu: No.
PK: So how did he know, that he need to give it to you? Could it be that he forgot. And gave that letter, He gave you that letter. You read it. Then you did not call Sarfaraz. Why would you assume all this of Sarfaraz? Because this Tapaswi. Had given you the wrong number. That Muslims are all deceivers. Sarfaraz didn't deceive you, Jaggu.
Tapaswi: What's going on here? This cats and dogs. I mean, you can tell any story. And I'll just sit here listening to whatever you talk?
Jerry: Hold on. We'll know the truth in this show. Jaggu take out your phone. Call Sarfaraz. Come on Jaggu, "This number does not exist." Another number? Friend, college, something. Come on Jaggu.
Jaggu: Belgian university. Dial.
Lecture: Hello.
Jaggu: Hello, I actually need to get in touch with one of your grads student? Sarfaraz Yusuf.
Lecture: Oh yeah, He left for Pakistan last year.
Jerry: Contact.
Jaggu: Has he left a number?
Lecture: I'm sorry, We are not authorized to give out information.
Jaggu: Ma'am, this is really important.
Lecture: Email us your request so I can forward it to student affairs. Have a nice day dear.
Jerry: Pakistan's number? His home number?
Jaggu: No.
Jerry: Think, Jaggu think.
Jaggu: He has a part time job at Pakistan Embassy.
Jerry: Nitu, call the Pakistan Embassy, Belgium.
Nitu: Copy sir.
Jerry: And put it on loudspeaker.
Woman: Salam. Pakistan Embassy.
Jaggu: Hello. Is there a student from Lahore working there? Sarfaraz Yusuf?
Woman: Is your name Jaggu? Hello, is your name Jaggu?
Jaggu: Yes, how do you know?
Woman: That call came. That Delhi girl's call came. Jaggu's call came. Come on everyone. Jaggu's call came. India's call came, hurry come. Ma'am, Sarfaraz Yusuf call us everyday, 9 a.m., from Lahore. And in all his call, he asked only one thing. Is there any call from India, Jaggu's call for me? We told him no, and he called off the phone. He make everyone crazy. You hang in there, I'll contact him. Hello. Sarfaraz Yusuf?

Sarfaraz: Yes, Salam.

Woman: From where are you talking?

Sarfaraz: From Lahore, why?

Woman: From where are you talking right about this time?

Sarfaraz: I'm in my house, why?

Woman: Are there any chairs around you? If there is, please sit down. You're going to drop hearing this.

Sarfaraz: Oh sorry. I don't understand what you said.

Woman: There's a call from Delhi for you. Now talk to her.

Sarfaraz: Hello.

Jaggu: Sarfaraz.

Sarfaraz: Jaggu. Hello. You're not Jaggu?

Jaggu: You did come to the marriage registrar office?

Sarfaraz: Yes I did. But you're not there.

Jaggu: Why you didn't call me?

Sarfaraz: What to do? I got your letter. It was written, do not try to contact me. I knew your family had pressured you. But I don't know, Jaggu. I've got a feeling that you will try to call me. I called you a lot, Jaggu.

Jaggu: What to do? I have your wrong number. Just now a friend found me the right number.

Dad: Thank you, son.

PK: Please hold this.

Jaggu: PK, you're going to take a bag full of batteries with you?

PK: I can't find them there.

Jaggu: But what will you do with so many batteries?

PK: These are tape recordings' sound, right? I want to hear them, at my home.

Jaggu: What kind of sound?

PK: That of everyone's in this world. Animals, music and traffic noise.

Jaggu: You're gonna hear the traffic noise?

PK: If I miss this world, then, I will hear them all. Hey Wait! There's a second bag still, PK, let it go. How can I? It's all batteries in there! You can listen to everyone in your world! Then they all walk nude? What are you looking? Something in my house? You know? I was ten years old. When I first write a poem. It is written for my father. Everyone says I look like my mother. Everyone is right. Poetry that is, ensuring sound a few big story. You're so cute. One more to a friend who, No animal sound nor music (Radio Record).
Jaggu: nothing of traffic sound. Every tape was just my voice.
PK: I got it. I was..
Jaggu: What did you record in this, PK?
PK: I told you, animal, music, traffic's sound. When I recall of this Earth, then, I'll listen to the tape. I'll wave my hand to you from there, like this. I see you from there, when you'll come, get the time,..
Jaggu: You didn't have my voice in there, right?
PK: Your voice, There is. You read your poetry, right? I have it.
Jaggu: Only one poetry?
PK: Your love story maybe in it. Which you waste your time together.
Jaggu: He didn't looked back even once. Maybe he wants to hide his tears. He did learnt something. He learned something. He learned to lie. What did he taught? The true meaning of love. He love me enough, to let me go. Just like when children come to this world, naked. He too came naked. Just like kids asking many questions. He also asked a lot of questions. Then one day, he went away. We are very far from each other. I think I was given a beautiful gift. Sarfaraz, and my father, as long as I live, every night I'll look at the star. Waving him. I'm sure, he'll do like this too. I miss him.
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CHARACTER PEEKAY IN MOVIE PK BY RAJKUMAR HIRANI

Menimbang:
a. Bahwa Saudara yang tersebut namanya di atas telah memenuhi persyaratan untuk
melaksanakan seminar proposal.

b. Bahwa untuk maksud tersebut dipandang perlu membentuk panitia.

Mengingat:
1. Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistim Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 60 Tahun 1999 tentang Pendidikan Tinggi;
 Kerja UIN Alauddin Makassar;
 Alauddin;
 dan Ujian Skripsi / Munaqasyah pada IAIN Alauddin;
 Kegiatan Akademik UIN Alauddin Makassar Tahun 2017.
8. Surat Keputusan Dekan Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora UIN Alauddin Makassar No. 028
 Tahun 2011 tentang Mekanisme Penyelesaian Skripsi.

MEMUTUSKAN:

1. Membentuk Panitia seminar proposal Saudara tersebut di atas dengan komposisi dan
 personalia sebagaimana tersebut dalam lampiran Surat Keputusan ini.
2. Panitia bertugas melaksanakan seminar proposal sampai selesai dan memberi laporan
 kepada fakultas.
3. Seminar proposal dilaksanakan pada hari / tanggal : Kamis, 9 Maret 2017, Jam 13.00-
 14.30, Ruang Jurusan.
4. Apabila dikemudian hari ternyata terdapat kekeliruan dalam surat keputusan ini akan
 diubah dan diperbarui sebagaimana mestinya.

Salinan Surat Keputusan ini disampaikan kepada yang bersangkutan untuk diketahui dan dilaksanakan sebagaimana mestinya.
LAMPIRAN: SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
TANGGAL : 02 MARET 2017
NOMOR : 286 TAHUN 2017

TENTANG

PANITIA DAN PELAKSANAAN SEMINAR PROPOSAL SKRIPSI
FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR

Ketua : Dr. Abd. Muin, M.Hum.
Sekretaris/Moderator : Muhammad Taufik, S.S., M.Hum.
Munaqisy I : Rosmah Tami, S.Ag., M.Sc., MA.
Munaqisy II : Syahruni Junaid, S.S., M.Pd.
Konsultan I : Sardian Maharani Asnur, S.Pd., M.Pd.
Konsultan II : Faidah Yusuf, S.S., M.Pd.
Pelaksana : Muhammad Ihsan Pawelloi, S.Ag.

Samata, 2 Maret 2017

[Signature]

[Stationary: Dr. H. Barsiannor, M. Ag.]
NIP. 196910121996031003
KEMENTERIAN AGAMA
UNIVERSITAS ISLAM NEGERI ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA
Kampus I : Jl. Sultan Alauddin No.63 Makassar Telep. 0411 – 868720, Fax. (0411)864923
Kampus II : Jl. H.M. Yasin Limpo No. 36 Romangpolong, Gowa Telep. (0411) 841879 Fax. (0411) 8221400
Email: fak.adabhumaniora@yahoo.com

SURAT KEPUTUSAN
DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
NOMOR : 660 TAHUN 2017

Tentang

PANITIA PELAKSANA UJIAN KOMPREHENSIF FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA

DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR :

Membaca : Surat permohonan Ujian Komprehensif Saudara : IBRAHIM

Menimbang : Bahwa untuk pelaksanaan dan kelancaran ujian komprehensif perlu dibentuk panitia ujian.

Mengingat : 1. Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 tentang Sistem Pendidikan Nasional;
2. Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 60 Tahun 1999 tentang Pendidikan Tinggi;
5. Surat Keputusan Menteri Agama R.I. Nomor 20 Tahun 2014 tentang Statuta UIN Alauddin Makassar;

MEMUTUSKAN

Menetapkan : 1. Membentuk Panitia Pelaksana Ujian Komprehensif Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora UIN Alauddin Makassar dengan komposisi dan personalia sebagaimana tersebut dalam lampiran surat keputusan ini;
2. Panitia bertugas melaksanakan ujian komprehensif bagi Saudara yang namanya tersebut di atas;
3. Biaya pelaksanaan ujian dibebankan kepada anggaran Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora UIN Alauddin;
4. Panitia dianggap bubar setelah menyelesaikan tugasnya;
5. Apabila dikemudian hari ternyata terdapat kekeliruan dalam surat keputusan ini akan diubah dan diperbaiki sebagaimana mestinya.

Surat Keputusan ini disampaikan kepada yang bersangkutan untuk diketahui dan dilaksanakan sebagaimana mestinya.

Sempurnakan di Samata
Tanggal 27 Juli 2017

Dr. H. Barsihanor, M. Ag.
NIP. 19691012 199603 1 003
LAMPIRAN : SURAT KEPUTUSAN DEKAN FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR
TANGGAL : 27 JULI 2017
NOMOR : 660 TAHUN 2017

TENTANG

KOMPOSISI / PERSONALIA
PANITIA PELAKSANA UJIAN KOMPREHENSIF FAKULTAS ADAB DAN HUMANIORA UIN ALAUDDIN MAKASSAR

Nama : IBRAHIM
NIM : 40300112085
Jurusan : Bahasa dan Sastra Inggris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Hari/Tgl.</th>
<th>Mata Ujian</th>
<th>Tim Penguji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.  | Rabu 02 Agstus 2017 | Dirasah Islamiyah | Ketua : Drs. Nasruddin, M.M.  
Sekretaris : Hildawati Almah, S.Ag., S.S., MA.  
Penguji : Dr. H. Barsihannor, M.Ag.  
Pelaksana : Laguddin, S.Pd.I. |
Sekretaris : Hildawati Almah, S.Ag., S.S., MA.  
Penguji : Seriiah Nur, S.Pd., M.Hum., M.Ed.  
Pelaksana : Laguddin, S.Pd.I. |
Sekretaris : Hildawati Almah, S.Ag., S.S., MA.  
Penguji : Dr. Abd. Muin, M.Hum.  
Pelaksana : Laguddin, S.Pd.I. |

Objek, 27 Juli 2017

Dr. H. Barsihannor, M.Ag.
NIP. 19691012 199603 1 003